Scientists recognize that properly developed and utilized tools can increase the efficiency of many tasks. Unfortunately, tool availability does not guarantee proper use, and inappropriate use can muddle interpretation of results. Quantitative analyses to evaluate performance or benefit have crept into numerous domains including academia. Measuring inputs and outcomes is necessary, even laudable, yet this aim produces reductionist mechanisms that are misdirected. The journal impact factor (JIF) was a mechanism developed initially to assist libraries in the identification and evaluation of journals that had the widest use. This tool has been misappropriated as a quality assessment for individual research.
The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA), developed by a science consortium led by the American Society for Cell Biology (http://am.ascb.org/dora), underscores shortcomings in the application of JIF. The 18 recommendations contained therein have been endorsed by 572 scientific organizations and 12,377 individuals as of June 1, 2015. The general principle from this document is that JIF is not be used ". . . as a surrogate measure of the quality of individual research articles, to assess an individual scientist's contributions, or in hiring, promotion, or funding decisions" (American Society for Cell Biology, 2013) .
The JIF is determined as the proportion of citations over a defined time period (usually 2 years) derived from the total number of citable articles for a given journal. Thus, the JIF can increase in one of two ways: either a higher number of articles from that journal are cited within a specific time period or the total number of citable articles during that time period decreases. Thus, computation and interpretation of the significance of the JIF can be somewhat subjective and potentially manipulated.
Misapplication of JIF has impacted multiple areas. First, publication in journals with a high impact factor is automatically equated to mean that every paper in said journal attains the same quality. Making a feature film in which the director, two leading actors, and Corresponding author: bob.taylor@mail.wvu.edu two supporting actors have previously won Academy Awards does not guarantee that this movie itself will be either nominated for or win any Academy Award, or even reach financial success.
Secondly, some academic institutions have tied JIF to hiring, promotion, and tenure as candidates are required to list the JIF values for each journal in which they publish. This procedure fails to account for discipline-dependent variation, as two diverse investigators might publish in their field's respective top journals, yet the JIF of one journal may differ considerably from the other. In the publication area, what happened to a publication benchmark for authors who publish in journals most appropriate to their discipline? For a poultry scientist, wouldn't Poultry Science or Journal of Applied Poultry Research be the vehicles most appropriate to that discipline? These journals are most accessible to and read by other poultry scientists as well as other interested persons (e.g., producers) who would be most impacted by the research.
A third area of JIF misuse occurs in evaluating research funding based, in part, on publications' impact factors. The Reach Excellence Framework (REF) used by the British government is influenced by impact factor despite specific guidelines to the contrary. Even a clearly stated prohibition against employing impact factor in the evaluation of research outputs does not mean the JIF information will not be used. The very existence of JIF almost insures that such data will enter into research evaluation, either directly or indirectly (Bishop, 2013) .
Finally, some journals using electronic submission apparently conduct initial manuscript evaluation via an automated algorithm. A rejection may return minutes after submission based on diagnostic elements, including JIF, of authors' other publications and prior publication in the journal to which the article is submitted. Imagine meticulous experimentation and thoughtful manuscript preparation derailed by an automated process that is often "quick" and certainly "dirty."
Alternative measures have evolved with associated advantages and disadvantages. For example, h-index (Hirsch, 2005) uses the number of papers and the number of citations per paper. If an author has 4 papers that have been cited at least 4 times each, the h-index is 4. Eigenfactor (Bergstrom et al., 2008 ) is computed for a particular journal using nonself citations, applying greater weight for highly-cited journals. In this electronic era, tabulating the number of web views and downloads seems to be another reasoned approach. "Altmetrics" is a term applied to a range of analyses that encompasses those items above plus appearance in social media outlets, blogs, and news stories (Rodgers and Barbrow, 2013) . It is difficult to differentiate value rank between a citation by another publication or an appearance in social media. Both methods disseminate information, so analytics should likely include a spectrum of dissemination methods. However, the altmetrics systems can be also be influenced by creating more social-site mentions or inserting items in news blogs or stories. Manipulating the data to influence the result or to slant the perception sounds more akin to public relations than science.
The solution to this dilemma depends upon willingness of authors and evaluators to consider options to an entrenched process. The short-term answer is resistance to further JIF misapplication by individuals, academia, and scientific organizations (see DORA). This process requires vigilance at both the individual and organizational level. Evaluators should engage a more active rather than a passive process to ensure judicious use of all metrics gathered on research impact. It further entails acceptance of quality measures such as peer research assessment of each paper's merits and publication in media appropriate to one's discipline. A key component is to reject reliance on a single value and employ a suite of complementary analyses that focuses on the individual scientist and the merits of specific studies. Bollen and associates (2009) characterized ". . . ..scientific impact as a multidimensional construct. . . " after conducting principal component analysis for 39 different impact measures. The authors recommended careful use of JIF because that figure held a more peripheral position in their results. In light of this data, scientists need to press for research quality measures that cover an analytical range, rather than categorize one number like impact factor as definitive.
